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Kasp Expands Its Quality Range of Security Chains & Cables 

Kasp, the leading brand in safety and security from Carl Kammerling International, has 

expanded its existing security chains range with three exciting new additions.  This includes a 

unique Kasp Combination Chain Lock, a Combination Cable Lock and a Double Loop Security 

Cable, all offering high quality cost-effective security solutions for a multitude of domestic 

and industrial environments.   

Kasp Combination Chain Lock (K470810D)   This premium heavy duty 8mm hardened steel 

chain is twinned with a 5-dial combination lock to provide security and keyless convenience 

for items such as bikes, gates, garage items and site equipment such as tools and lighting. 

Features and benefits include a woven fabric sleeve to protect paintwork and cutting attacks; 

hardened square steel links for extra protection from hacksaw and cropping attacks; a 5-dial 

combination lock with 100,000 combinations (resettable to your own combination); anti-pick 

resistance and a large easy to use dial. 

Kasp Combination Cable Lock (K4751215D)   This strong and flexible security cable includes 

a 4-dial combination lock, perfect for securing push bikes, gates, outdoor furniture, tools and 

equipment.  This multi-strand flexible steel cable has a weather resistant protective vinyl 

coating; a 4-dial combination lock with 10,000 combinations (resettable to your own 

combination); and is also anti-pick resistant. 

Kasp Double Loop Security Cable (K4551018D/220D)   Available in two lengths, this robust 

and flexible security cable features a hardened braided steel cable with a weather and 

abrasions resistant vinyl coating.  Ideal for securing push bikes, gates, garage items, outdoor 

furniture, tools and equipment, its double loop function allows the cable to have a longer 

reach by pushing one loop through the other to go around items. The other loop is then used 

to lock with a padlock. 

Tina Skinner, Brand Manager at Kasp comments:  “Following on from the successful 

introduction of Kasp security chains, we were keen to further develop the Kasp Security 

Cables and Chains range.  We believe the new additions not only offer a great combination of 

products to suit all requirements, but also enable customers to maximise sales by offering 

exceptional price competitive options.” 

For more information call 01758 704704, or visit www.kaspsecurity.co.uk 


